
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE by the HITS Media Team 
 

Goldman Claims Another Ocala Victory Taking $50,000 TuffRider/Equine 
Couture Grand Prix on Morocco 

Ocala, FL - January 27, 2016 – Jumpers converged at HITS Post Time Farm in Ocala, Florida, on Sunday to 
compete for big money and big opportunities in the $50,000 TuffRider/Equine Couture Grand Prix, $7,500 
U-Dump Jr/A-O Jumper Classic and the $1,000 S.A. Comunale Adult Jumper Classic.  

 

Lisa Goldman and Morocco 

Morocco and Lisa Goldman from Hawthorne Woods, Illinois, sped past the rest of the field with the only 
clear round in the jump-off to take home the winner’s share of the prize money in the $50,000 
TuffRider/Equine Couture Grand Prix in Week I of the HITS Ocala Circuit. 
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Lisa Goldman and Morocco 

Goldman and Morocco began the week with a win in the $2,500 Brook Ledge Open Welcome on 
Wednesday, and they continued their winning ways on Sunday to top the field of 28 competitors. Aaron 
Vale of Williston, Florida, riding Bonzini for Thinkslikeahorse, earned second-place, and Laura Linback of 
Mundelein, Illinois, and Woodrun’s Whitaker MVNZ were third. 

Manuel Esparza of Mexico City, Mexico, designed a challenging first-round course of 16 jumping efforts 
that proved difficult for the first nine to attempt it. First to go clear was Mastermind, owned and ridden by 
KC Van Aarem of Wheaton, Maryland. Two trips later, Linback and Whitaker MVNZ also went clear. 

Aaron Vale, riding the second of his three mounts, Aventador, owned by Bella Equestrian, was clean to 
make it three for the jump-off, followed by Amanda Flint, of Long Valley, New Jersey, and Superbad.  Vale 
then went clear on Bonzini, advancing his second horse to the jump-off, and closing out the first round was 
Goldman and Morocco, who were clean to move on as the sixth and final pair to make it to the second 
round. 

Returning first over the short course, Van Aarem had a rail at the first fence, finishing in 41.941 with four 
faults. Linback and Whittaker MVNZ had a rail at the combination, but their faster time of 40.215 seconds 
took the lead. An unfortunate rail at a vertical immediately off a short turn from the mid-course 
combination and a time of 42.184 seconds put Vale and Aventador into third place for the moment. 

Fourth to enter the jump-off was Flint aboard Superbad.  Their four-fault round in 43.639 seconds put 
them in fourth for the time being. 
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Choosing to move up in the order while Vale prepared his second horse, Goldman and Morocco posted not 
only the first clear round in the jump-off, but also the fastest, in a time of 39.751 seconds. Goldman was 
thrilled with their performance, and fondly calls Morocco her “old man,” but at 13 years old, the chestnut 
continues to be a formidable competitor, seemingly anticipating Goldman’s plan as he gallops the course 
and turns on a dime.  

It all came down to Vale, returning on his second mount, Bonzini. Vale pulled out all the stops, shaving a 
full second off Goldman’s time to finish in 38.573, but a rail at a mid-course vertical was heartbreaker, and 
Vale had to settle for second place. 

Place  Horse Owner Rider Prize R.1 Faults JO Faults  JO Time   

1.  Morocco Lisa Goldman Lisa Goldman $15,000 - - 39.751  
2.  Bonzini S  Thinkslikeahorse Aaron Vale $11,000 - 4 38.573  
3.  Whittaker MVNZ Woodrun Laura Linback $6,500 - 4 40.215  
4.  Mastermind KC Van Aarem KC Van Aarem $4,000 - 4 41.941  
5.  Aventador Bella Equestrian Aaron Vale $3,000 - 4 42.184  
6.  Superbad Amanda Flint Amanda Flint $2,500 - 4 43.639  
7.  Centurion B Mary Goldman Lisa Goldman $2,000 4 - -  
8.  Qurint Chuck & Dana Waters Hayley Waters  $1,500 4 - -  
9.  Waltraut David Raposa  David Raposa $1,500 4 - -  
10.  Bon Girono Showcase 81 LLC Bryn Sadler $1,000 4 - -  
11.  Quidam's Good Luck Troy Glaus Aaron Vale $1,000 4 - -  
12.  S & L Elite MTM Farm Dorothy Douglas $1,000 4 - - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


